Advancement Meeting Learnings
Some key metrics defined

• Trait metrics/thresholds based on product profile
• Metrics of socioeconomic value of traits in the product profile
• Performance relative to appropriate checks
• Performance in across and well-defined TPE
• Performance/conditions observed in TPE relative to historical norms
Discussion points

• Common vocabulary regarding metrics
• Political buy-in
• Clearly defined process for the metrics
• Who should be there, who shouldn’t
• Well defined and validated product profiles
Role specialization and advancement process

**Five Roles**
- Product Manager
- Seed Systems (Market information)
- National Systems
- Research (Product performance)
- Trait team

**Gaps**
- Analytical Pipeline
- Data Visualization
- Interpretation Rubrics
- Voting mechanism
- RACI on final decisions
- Minimum data standards
- Data quality standards
- Type of decision defined
- Role definition
- Market segmentation
- Harmonized templates across stages
- Vision of future state
- NARS role clarification
- Next step recipient defined
- Define market information feedback mechanism
- Accounting for capacity gaps of various partners